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pring Concert canceled by UB
And the choice for this year's Spring Concert is: no one.
After months of trying to land a big-name band to perfor Eastern 's Spring Concert. the University Board
decided not to sponsor a concert this year.
"What ir ultimately came down to was the concert com·ttee has no money," said UB Chairman Kevin Lipke.
e're $3,700 in the hole right now and we didn' t want to

bring in another act like Lou Rawls that'll lose us money."
Lipke was refer ri ng to last November 's Parents
Weekend concert for which entertainer Ray Charles canceled, and the UB was forced to scramble for another perfonnance. lt landed Lou Rawls and paid the price, losing
more than $15,000 and leaving the board in the red.
UB Concen Coordinator Erin Moore said: "(Canceling)
is a double-edge sword. If we don't have a concert, students will be angry and also, if we bring in a bad band,
people will be mad."

The concert was scheduled for April 24 in Lantz
Gymnasium.
Former UB Chairman B rad Kirk said for the UB to
sponsor a quality concert, ii has to rely solely on advance
ticket sales, general admission sales for the Spring Concert
and its reserve fund. The UB does not receive any funding
from student activity fees. Since the reserve fund was in
the red, the UB decided it didn't want to take the risk and
9' Continued

on page 2
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Union.
.
Ten people are running for five
open seats on tile Faculry Senate and
seven are running for three open seats
on the Council of Academic Affairs. Several seats on various faculry governing committees are also open. All of the seats have three-year tenns.
Polls will be near the Sugar Shack and will be open from 9 a.m. to 4
p.m. both days of the election, said Linda Leal. election chair. Faculty who
want to vote will need to show an ID such as a driver's license or an
Eastern ID, she said
Election results will be announced at next T uesday's FacuJty Senate
meeting, Lea1 said. Wmners will be seated next fall, she said.
Among the groups with one open seat are tile Council of Faculties,
Academic Program Elimination Review, Council on Graduate Studies,
Council on Teacher Education. Universiry Personnel Committee members
and alternates.

- Sta.ff report

Faculty Election Candidates
Faculty Senate
John Allison
John M. Craft
Marietta Deming

Ron Gholson

Council on Teacher
Education

Janet Hope
Janet Lambert

Marilyn L. Wilkins
John Guzlowski

Gail Mason
John Miller
John Simpson

Beverly Fmdley

James Tidwell

Council on Academic
KEVIN KILHOFFER/Assoc. photo editor

Health, Physical Education and

Rori Carlson

Susan Woods

State Rep. Mike Weaver, R-Ashmore, speaks to a full-house audience about his opinion of drugs and alcohol
in college life as the first e1•ent for National Collegiate Drug and Alcohol Awareness Week Monday after-

Mary Anne Hanner

Russ Fisher
Nancy Marlow

Business:
Matthew Monippallil
Marlilyn Oglesby

Eleonor E. M idkiff

Cult leader in Texas showdown
tells FBI: 'We are ready for war'
tors have had with David Koresh
and more than 30 followers.
Koresh claims to have explosives that would blow 1he FBI's
Bradley annored personnel carriers "40 or 50 feet into the air," so
the agency on Monday moved in
several 67-ton Abrams main battle tanks for protection, the
spokesman said. He said they
would be unarmed and srrictly for
defense.

Committee

Affairs
James Conwell

WACO, Texas (AP) A heavily
armed cult's leader seems eager
to provoke another gunfight to
fulfill his apocalyptic prophecies,
telling negotiators, "We are ready
for war" and "Let's get it on." the
FBI said Monday.
As the cult's standoff with hundreds of lawmen ground through
its ninth day, FBI spokesman Bob
Ricks disclosed details of telephone conversations that negotia-

University Personnel
Recrealion:
Phyllis Croisant

Listen up
noon at rile Martin Luther King Jr. Unil'ersity Union Ballroom.

RogerLLuft
Don Smitley

Koresh said he bas been prepared for a fight since 1985, and
some of his Branch Davidian followers say they are ready to follow him to their deaths, Ricks
said.
Koresh and his followers battled wi1h federal Bureau of
Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms
agents for nearly an hour on Feb.

• Continued on page 2

Ron Wholstein

Council of Faculties
Keith Andrew
Stephen Hogan

Academic Program
EUmlnatlon Review
David Buchanan
Lisa M. B. HarringtOn

Council on Graduate
Studies
Mihn Q.Dao
William G. Kirk
Frank E. Parcells

English, foreign language, journalism:
Linda Coleman
William Searle

Psychology, speech communication. communication disorders:
John Best

CharloUe A. Wasson
Ahemates.:
Jayne Ozier, Applied Science
EllenKeiter. Chemistry. Physics.,

Marhematics
Craig~ Hisrory,

Philosophy. Political Science,
Sociology
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Six charged in student's death
MURPHYSBORO (AP) - Jackson County grand jurors charged
six Carbondale bar employees
Monday with involuntary manslaughter in the asphyxiation death
of a Southern Illinois University
freshman.
The charges came less than a
week after a coroner's jury ruled
Jose Waight. 24, of South Holland,
died accidentally.
Waight died Feb. 5 after a scuffle with bouncers at Checkers bar,
authorities said. Witnesses said
Waight was out of control, and
wrestling holds were applied to
him.

His blood-alcohol level was 0.2
percent, twice the amount considered legally intoxicated, according
to the coroner's office.
State's Attorney Chuck Grace
said each of the six employees was
charged with two counts of involuntary manslaughter, one count of
aggravated battery, one counc of
battery and one count of reckless
conduct.
The indictment identified the six
as Jeffrey Judd, Edmund Bart,
Charles Hicks, Steven Crawford,
Martin Todd Lewis and Richard
Wojcik.
Grace said five of the employ-

ees were acting as bouncers and
one was a bartender. The indictment alleges Judd and Wojcik laid
on top of Waight. Lewis and Hicks
hit the student and Bart and
Crawford placed Waight in a
wrestling bold.
In addition to the involuntary
manslaughter indictment, which
specifies each man's alleged
actions, the defendants also were
charged with an alternative involuntary manslaughter indictment.
Rather than specifying individual actions, the indictment accuses
the men of acting "toward a common purpose."

bring in an entertainer that would flop.
Last year's Spring Concert combination of Cheap
Trick and Material Issue cost the board $26,549.
"We thought we had a done deal with 10,000
Maniacs, but that fell through because they decided to
perfonn in Washington, D.C., for two-thirds more than
what we offered," Kirk said.
Moore said the UB had offered 10,000 Maniacs
about $20,000 to perfonn at Eastern. However, the
group instead took an offer to play in the nation's capital on April 24 for at least $50,000.
"No one's at fault," Kirk said. "Erin (Moore) has put
in so much time and effort for this concert ... This was
out of our control We're making the best decision we
can."
Kirk explained tickets would have cost students
about $25 if the UB were to match the Washington
offer for 10,000 Maniacs and still break even financially.
Moore said after failing to sign 10,000 Maniacs, the
UB tried to find another well-known act.
"Alice in Chains would have been able to perfonn
on April 24 for the same amount we offered 10,000
Maniacs," Moore said. "However, they received an
offer to play at Farm Aid (a benefit concert for
Midwest farmers) that same day, and they couldn't sign
either."
Moore said the UB does its concert negotiations
through an agent, who acts as a middleman for the UB
and the band's contract agent
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Now at Monical's, get a Med. (14•)
Thin Crust Sausage & Cheese Pizza...

5.9 5

-Tex

$7.45 with a Large (1&•) Pizza

FROM PAGE ONE
Concert
" Continued from page 1

I
cMEDIUM (14•))
I SAUSAGE & CHEESE
I PIZZA•••TO GO!
I
I Just $
I
I

Good 7 Days/Week with
Carry-Out/Delivery thru 3/14193

UB members said other acts were considered for the
concert including Soul Asylum and the alternative
band Lemon Heads.
Moore said after being unable to contract music perfonners, the UB explored the possibility of sponsoring
a comedian.
"We looked at Dennis Leary, but he's not going to be
out touring until summer," Moore said. "Comedian
Paulie Shore won't be touring the East Coast after the
second week of April because he'll be starring in two
movies that'll be shooting soon.
"I called our booking agent and told him I was at
wits end," she added. "I said l needed something. He
called everywhere and couldn't find any act of quality
that would be available for April 24."
Kirk said, "Students will complain and say 'Well.
the U of I and Southern Illinois University can bring in
big-name bands, why can't Eastern?' But students
don't realize that Southern has a civic center that is
used specifically for concerts, and the U of I has
Assembly Hall."
Kirk said setting a date for the Spring Concert is a
time-consuming job, given the difficult task of reserving Lantz Gymnasium.
"It took us two weeks to find out when (Lantz) was
going to be available," Kirk said. "The University
Office of Scheduling is responsible for deciding what
date we can use Lantz. It's extremely hard to get the
building available. You have to take into account the
fact that to have a concert, stages need to be set up,
lighting has to be set for the concert..."
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Charleston
909 181h Street • 348-7515
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Coors Light
presents

Cult
• Continued from page I
28, killing four agents and wounding 16; lO cult members also may
have died.
Since then, hundreds of law
e nforcement officers have surrounded the 77-acre Mount Carmel
compound 10 miles east of Waco.
In telephone conversations,
Koresh keeps changing his mind,
Ricks said.
He initially was offended by
reports that he considered himself
Christ. But in telephone conversations focusing on Bible studies,

o~ll~

Ricks said, 'We are now getting a
message that it is probably much
more than him j ust being a prophet.
He is probably a messiah, and he is
here to fulfill the prophecies.
"It's our belief that be believes
that his prophecy will be fulfilled if
the government engages in an allout firefight with him in which he
is executed," Ricks said.
"He has m ade such statements
as, 'We are ready for war.' 'Let's
get it on.' 'Your talk is becoming in
vain.• Tm going to give you the
opportunity to save yo urselves
before you get blown away."' Ricks
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said.
Nevertheless. negotiations continued with Koresh, Ricks said.
The FBI official said negotiators
have talked with 33 people inside
the compound.
"Those that we spoke with on
each occasion verified th at Mr.
Koresh had indicated that these
individuals were free to leave at
any time. And we got confirmation
that they were staying there on their
own free will.
"They were all completely devoted to David and what he was
trying to accomplish."

Asst. night editor..................Ellzabeth Reichle
Asst. night editor ........................Arinne Curtis
Asst. night editor ......................Sherry Sidwell
Asst. night editor ........................Abby Krakow
Copy editor ............................Jannah Ellisson

If you signed a lease

The ONLY Off Campus Ho using On Campus
Now Leasing

for fall '93 for the

PARK PLACE APARTMENTS

following Apts.
please call our office

715 Grant Apt. 103
715 Grant Apl 203

(Across from the Union on 7th)
• 1,2 &3 Bedroom
Furnished Units
• Free Trash & Parking
• Central A.C.
·Dishwashers
• Microwaves
·Balconies

St. James Place
(1905) S. 12th St.)
• 1 &:. 2 Bedro o m Units
• Fully Furnished
• A.C.
• Newly Remodeled
• Laundry & Parking

1627 S. 7lh Apt. 108

Still Available For Fall
1627 S. 7lh Apt. 112

Call Anytime 348-14 79 For appointment
or drop by rental office on Grant St.
3 :30-5 :30 p.m. - M - F
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Student
groups
may take
fund cuts
By SHERRY SIDWELL
Student government editor

MARI OGAWA/Photo editor
. Gomes of Bra:il. (from left) Irena Niko/ova of Bulgaria, Keiko Yokoyama of Japan, Gesthemane Vasiliadou of Greece and Mandy Ny11111
·n of Burma took part in a panel presentation to discuss the role of women in a man's world Monday afternoon in the Charleston!Martoon
in the Martin L111her King h: Unfrersity Union.

peakers: Educational, career choices
re lacking for non-American women
~

Despite progress. women still face difficulties
obtaining an education or a career in many
ign countries.
This was the opinion of five international sluts who took part in a panel discussion
onday sponsored by the Women's Study
uncil as a part of Women's History and
ness Month.
Speakers included female students from
e. Japan. Br.lZil. Bulgaria and Bunna. The
lisb said it is still much easier for men lo
·n education and employment.
Lucy Gomes of Brazil said because the
·uan population is largely Catholic and of
guese descent. boys and girls have tradially been sent to separate schools. Girls'
hools taught subjects such as home ecoics, cooking and child rearing. while boys·
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schools taught more challenging academic subjects.

Gomes said she is the first girl in her family to
ever go to college. Although educational opportunities are increa-;ing, many Br.v.ilian girb now
go to college to find husbands.
"For girls. happiness b still to find a husband.
have a child and create a family," Gomes said.

Gesthemane Vasiliadou of Greece said men
and women in her country have similar chances
to obtain higher education, but finding a career is
still extremely difficult for women. It is considered more important for men to have careers.
"I don't think we shouJd give up," Vasiliadou
said. "We should try and accomplish what
(women) want."
Keiko Yokoyama of Japan said the education
system in Japan is equally tough for men and
women as gender becomes less of a factor.
Yokoyama said in the past. it was imponant
for women to behave properly as ladies. The
high school entrance system wa:. segregated. and
girls and boys were mandated to take different
courses. Girls took classes in home economics.
cooking and sewing. whiJe boys took classes in
technology.
Male and female students are now required to
take the same classes. she said.
"Individuals are now more important than
their gender," Yokoyama said.

The first round of recognized
student organizations budget cuts
for the 1993-94 year will begin
Tuesday as the Apportionment
Board attempts to chop more tl1an
$28,000 out of budget requests.
The AB will meet at 7 p.m. on
Tuesday in the Arcola-Tuscola
Room of the Manin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
"We received budget requests for
about $28.000 more than what we
have to allocate," AB Chairman
Ron Carmona said. "So we'll have
to make about $28.000 to $30,000
in cut-;."
The AB has a working budget of
approximately $300.000 to alJocate
to recognized student organizations.
The AB receives its funds from an
$18.85 per student per semester fee.
Cannona said the AB will deliberate on each of the budgets presented to the board during the past
month.
"We' II go down the line and
make all the necessary cuts and
amendments so everything can be
finalized by next Tuesday," Carmona said.
The largest budget request of
$103,750 came from Recreational
Spons. Of this amount. $91.865 is
to be used for student payroll.
In past encounters between the
AB and Recreational Sports. AB
members have charged that Director of Recreational Spons David
Outler tends to make "unrealistic"
budget requests. Last month. the
two organizations clashed over
Dutler's additional allocation
request of $17 .000 to meet student
payroll.

Faculty •Senate candidates discuss their views
Gh0 Ison b• rings

broader Views

Editor's note: The follott·ing is the sixth in
a series of JO stories profiling candidates
running in the Faculty Senate elections
Wednesday and Thursday.

said. "They are not a policy-making body.
They take faculty concerns to the president."
Gholson also said he believes a person
on the senate needs to be able to compromise and present the views of his or her
colleagues.

quality of education for students.
"laminfavorofqualityeducation,andl
want to do anything I can to ensure that our
students will continue to receive a quality
education," she said.
As a second-year sociology professor
who came to Eastern from the University
of North Carolina. Hope said she feels she
I
can bring enthusiasm to the senate.
"I'm relatively fresh. I've onJy been here
two years. so rm bringing in new ideas
perhaps." said Hope, who is a first-time
Editor's note: The following is the fifth in a candidate. "I can bring an enthusiastic
series of JO stories profiling candidates approach to the senate. I also look forward
running in the FacultJ Senate elections to the opportunity to bring service to my
colleagues at the university."
Wednesday and Thursday.
Hope said she thinks some areas of the
senate's could be improved.
By ARINNE CURTIS
Staff writer
"They have tended to be bogged down
by detail and have lost sight. Because of
Restructuring of the colleges and the their involvement with detail, they have not
budget are two issues "of paramount been able to give a sufficient amount of
importance" to the Faculty Senate, said consideration to some of the more pressing
senate candidate Janet Hope.
issues," she said.
"We are in the era of budget cuts, and we
need to make sure that cuts are fair and that
every consideration is taken into account."
said Hope.
Hope said she is concerned that the
administration might increase teaching Editor's note: The following is the seventh
loads to cut costs, limiting teachers' abili- in a series of 10 stories profiling candities to be involved in outside activities.
dates running in the Faculty Senate elecConsidering elimination of the Board of tions Wednesday and Thursday.
Governors will also be a top priority for the
senate. she said.
By DAVID M. PUTNEY
The senate will have to keep its "finger Administration editor
on the pulse" of the campus by seeking
input and discussing hot topics. she said.
The next few years will be a crucial time
Besides wanting to serve her colleagues, for the Faculty Senate, and John Miller said
Hope said she is interested in raising the he has the experience to help the Faculty

•
Rest ruct ur ng

tops Hope's list

Relations with the Board of Governors,
state educational funding and college
restructuring are three issues the Faculty
Senate is facing, and candidate Ron
Gholson wants to add his perspective in
finding more effective ways of internal
governing at Eastern.
Gholson, who has been a professor of
secondary education at Eastern for 17
years, has served on a wide range of councils and committees. He feels this involvement qualifies him for a position on the
senate.
"I think people on the senate need to
have a broad perspective of the campus as a
whole, and I think I can bring that because
of my years of service on campus," said
Gholson, who is running a second time for
aseat on the senate.
Gholson said the senate needs to realize
its role as "best ear" to the faculty - to hear,
listen to and address all concerns
expressed, and then present those concerns
to the president.
"I believe that the senate must understand its function. purpose and mission, and
that purpose is to advise the president," he

Miller looks to
Senate's future

Senate work through it.
PossibleBoardofGovemorselimination
and campus governance will be top issues,
Miller said
'Tv~ taken great pains to be abreast of
the issues when I was on senate," he said.
Miller, who has served one term on the
senate, is up for re-election in the faculty
elections Wednesday and Thursday.
"I am proud of my past record," Miller
said."] reel comfortable with my past
stands on issues."
Miller said he will take "an intense interest" in the issues that come before Faculty
Senate.
Because the new president is interested
in faculty input, the senate must take the
opportunity to build ties with Old Main,
Miller said.
"It has to be responsive and responsible,"
MilJer said. "That's the new catch phrase."
In addition, Miller would like to see the
senate play a role in faculty governance
reorganization, but not put a plan together.
"The senate has played an important
role, but other faculty groups have played
imponant roles also," Miller said.
The groups all have small spheres of
influence, and the university would be better served if the groups worked together in
their governance, he said.
Miller serves on the Faculty Student
Relations Committee, the Council on
University Planning and Budget, the
Faculty Student Relations Committee, the
Martin Luther King Jr. University Union
Advisory Board, the Eastern Mission
Statement Committee, the Restructuring
Committee and the Computer Resource
Facility Committee.
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Hispanics need
retention before
new programs
Eastern's administration and the Hispanic
Student Union should make a joint effort to
continue the focus on recruitment and retention
before attempting to build a Hispanic cultural
center or obtain bilingual counselors.
HSU members have been meeting with
Eastern administrators the last two weeks,
clalming that the school is not doing enough
for Hispanics. Members said they would like
better counseling and advisement programs to
better retain Hispanic students.
The request comes at a crucial moment for
Eastern's Hispanic recruitment. Of the school's Latino enrollment, which
makes up 1 percent of the
10,000 student population, 28 percent are
freshman or transfer students.
A Hispanic counselor would greatly aid In
the retention of Latino students. Students can
relate better to counselors who have similar
backgrounds and thJs could aid in the retention
of Hispanic students.
Bilingualism, however, should not be a priority. With the exception of foreign exchange students, all college students should speak English.
Regarding recruitment, members of the HSU
currently work with the Percy Julian Project,
which is designed to recruit minority students
from two different high schools. But Percy
Julian was originally designed for black students; the HSU should attempt and create a
separate program geared for areas of high
Hispanic population.
To its credit, Eastern has been slowly progressing in the field of minority recruitment.
The school's graduation rate for minorities is 35
percent, which is an increase of 10 percent
over the past three years. Eastern now leads
Illinois in that figure.
But the fact that the university leads Ulinois in
with a 35 percent minority gradation rate
reffects poorty on the Illinois educational system
and not gocxi on Eastern.
Judging by the increased enrollment figures,
Eastern will have to pay more attention to both
Hispanic and black students. But before adding
any additional programs for Latinos, Eastern
and the HSU must first make stronger efforts to
retain the students that are already attending.

Listen up! here's some advice
In a vain and entirely exhausting
effort to make her column more
Interesting reading to those who
·manage to stay awake,· Cd.ssle
Simpson has consulted Mr. fdstem
and he. while engcJged In a haze of
nicotine and Crown Royal-enhanced delusions, gave his written
c.onsent for her to use his question
and answer style for her column.
l>HrCassle.
It's getting awful close to Cassie
April. Isn't that usually when Simpson
Eastern has its Spring Concert? I've
heard the University Board Is klcklng around several different names of bands. Do you know when the concert
will be and who the act will be? Ondi
l>HrClndl,
Get a due, the University Board kicks around a lot
more than names. They go through money like Ted
Kennedy through hookers. The UB Is still trying to pull
themselves up by their collective bootstraps from the
$3.800 debt that was Incurred from the Lou Rawts concert. Besides, haven't you heard, there Is no Spring
Concert this year. Go figure.

every week, he can come in and apply for a w
columnist position. After he holds it for a year and a
then we'll see how many Items "of substance" there
to write about.

l>Hrc.ssle,
Exactly who the hell does that J.A. Winders
think he is? He really gets on my nerves the way
slams greeks and Student senate members. Carl

l>HrUrl,
Well, he Isn't greek and he Isn't a student
member. I guess he's nobody, as far as you're rtv>o,.._,,llllfl
But, we all love him for his valuable Insight.

l>HrCassle.
I understand you are a member of a greek tVG'.anh•
tlon. Does that mean you are a sorority bitch and you
your friends?

Jane

l>Hr)me,
just because I am a member of a sorority does
mean I am a bitch. I've been known to be a bitch
before I ever joined the sorority. As far as buying my
friends, I can't. I'm broke, just ask our treasurer and
boyfriend.
l>Hr~

l>Hr~

Why does that one guy keep writing In hate letters
about your columns? Did you do something to him that
he seems to have suc.h a personal vendetta against you?
Or does he just want to have his name In the paper every
week? Tom

l>HrTom.
As a journalism major (according to my sources),
I'm sure Mr. Moore Is just expressing cone.em for the
newspaper. It's been nice for the few people who have
seen him come Into the newsroom to deliver his letters
the past couple weeks. Hardly any of us remember him
coming in to do any writing before his recent letters, but
I'm sure he has. After all, he seems to be an expert. I
suggest if the freshman wants to write for The News

Why Is there a sudden ruckus over the Gus Bus? I
love the Gus Bus. I ride It every week. and I don·t ewr
remember there being a fight on there. I think CIV'I,....,..,
just made It up to get rid of the nice drivers and my
ride to the bars. Harry

l>Hrllany,
You were obviously passed out from excessl\'e
drinking that night. And, although I'm glad to hear
you are riding the bus instead of driving your c.ar
people's mailboxes. yards, homes and bodies, I think
should stay off the Gus Bus and check Into an ~OIXJIKI
Anonymous meeting.

-Cassie Simpson is managing editor and a regulat.
columnist for The Ddl!Y £.astern News.
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Force is not a remedy.
John Bright

0
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Differences shining like the sun
When was the last time you
stopped to watch the sunset?
I find myself taking life's precious treasures for granted more
often this semester. Last semester I
used to sit by the windows on the
third floor of the library and watch
the sunset as I did my homework.
Whenever I start to feel pressured, I know It is time to sit back
and relax.
Watching the sunset or taking
off In the middle of the day to play

Joni
Lamb

pool helps me relieve stress.

-----Sometimes people get Into the habit of dally routines
and never change.
Spontaneity can help to escape from tension built up
dally. All you have to do Is act upon natural Impulses.
Taking time out to do something different keeps me

from going insane.
It may not be possible to watch an entire sunset every
day, but once In awhile everyone needs to appreciate
the simple things In life.
What I enjoy most about sunsets Is the vast array of
colors. The hues blend together so perfectly.
I look at the sky and wish the world was in harmony.
Then I think maybe there are fewer problems than I think.
No sunsets are the same, but each Is beautiful in Its
own way.
No two people are identic.al in every aspect. That Is
part of the beauty of the human race.
If everyone looked and acted the same, the world

would be extremely boring.
Seeing someone with blue hair every once In awhle
adds a little spice to life.
I like to meet people from other cities, states and
countries to broaden my own view of the world.
Have you ever noticed the way many foreigners speak
English? Most Europeans have a British accent.
I learn a great amount merely from observing people.
I pay attention to how they speak, their tone of voice and
their mannerisms.
People's eyes speak louder than their words. It Is hard
to hide joy or pain when someone Is paying attention to
fadaJ expressions.
I have noticed that the best way to communicate with
people Is through body language.
There are times when a smile from a stranger bright·
ens up my whole day.
I attempt to be open-minded and respect people b
who they are Inside not what they look like.
Some of the most Interesting people I have met are
people my mom would have told me to stay away from.
No one should be looked down upon because of
where they live, be It a farm, small town, suburb, dty or
another country.
It Is not a crime to be different. In fact, originality
should be commended.
The next time you are feeling stressed out. go watch a
sunset. do something spontaneous or observe the
unique people around you.

- Joni Lamb is a staff writer and guest columnist for

The Daily Eastern News.

Great quotes earn regretful recognition
It's time to stand up and take
to all distinguished members
d our university whose words of
lAlkN-vn have a special place in the
of each and f!Nery one of us.
These individuals have gone out
a limb, to speak their thoughts
d brainwash our minds with
run of garbage that couldn't
It between William "Refrigerator"
·s waistline.
In the immortal words of Ralph
aldo Emerson: "Beware when .Fe•r:•ak
_____
the great God lets loose a thinker
'On this planet."
I Introduce the following scholars:
• Keith Kohanzo, judicial affairs director. Kohanzo's
moment of enlightenment came when referring to the
teport issued by 7he Chronlde ofHigher Education which
1sted Eastern as the mother of all party schools in Ulinois.
During the 1991-92 academic year, Eastern was Illinois'
runaway winner in liquor arrests with 193 violations.
The University of llllnois In Champaign. which has
lknost four times as many students, only had 15 arrests.
Kohanzo's reaction?
"It's not really fair to say that we lead in that category
because (E.astern's) university police report violations differently than other campuses."
It appears that Kohanzo Is hiding under the table and
not tackling the real issue, which Is eliminating alcohol
abuse on campus. Instead, Kohanzo Is pointing the finger
at everyone else.
• Runner up to Kohanzo was Chad Bandy, lntertatemity Council president.
Sandy's comment Is in reference to the Gus Bus fiasco,
ti which he explained how his Gus Bus security monitors
are not supposed to get involved in any altercation
between passengers on Charleston's finest service alternative to public drunkenness and free transportation.
"Basically their job Is to notify the bus driver should an
11tercatlon occur. Their job Is not to bre.ak up fights. We
don't want our monitors getting involved in these fights,

John

It's not worth it."
Sandy's words seem logical at first, but if the Gus Bus
monitors aren't gonna break up a tangle, then who is?
What does Bandy want these monitors to do, just
watch two characters bash the brains out of each other
while waiting for five minutes for the Charleston police to
show up on the scene? It's so refreshing to know that the
Gus Bus security is comparable to those 90-year-old bank
guards at the local First National.
• finishing in a not-to-distant third was University
Police Sgt. Ron Osborne.
Osborne's comment was in reference to why the
police department usually hands out a high number of
tickets when students come back for spring semester.
"We give out many tickets when the students first
come back because they are sometimes new or simply
forgot which are our faculty lots."
The only reason the University Police are so overzealous to hand out parking tickets is because they don't
have anything better to do. Students pay enough money
here as It Is. If these students need to be reminded what
lots are off limits to them, why not issue warning tickets
for a few weeks instead of raklng In a lump sum?
• Finally, In fourth place was Scott Humbard, a graduate student and coordinator for the Pre-Law Club.
Humbard commented on an upcoming mock trial case
that was to be held for students to witness.
"The mock trial gives the student an opportunity to
actually see what the practice of law entails and actually
litigating the case."
Humbard probably forgot to take Into consideration
that all . 1 percent of the student body really relishes that
opportunity to watch that Pre-law Oub mock trial team
in action. I thought amateur hour takes place only when
Ray Charles skips town and Lou Rawls performs at
Parents Weekend. Go figure!
That's all for this month. As we dose off, remember
the Immortal words of Winston Churchill, "Everyone has
his day and some days last longer than others."
- john Feral< Is campus editor and a guest columnist
for The Daily Eastern News.
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Children can teach
everyone several
life long lessons
Children are smart. They have a
greater Insight to life than adults
do, and I think that we ought to
give them some credit.
The other day I engaged myself
in a delightful conversation with a
kindergartner whose name is
Matthew. As we were returning
from our church's roller-skating
excursion, we passed Old Main In
all of Its towering glory.
Elizabeth
"Look Beth, there's the castle!"
Matthew said, bouncing In the
back seat of the mini-van.
"Yeah, I suppose you're right; It is sort of a castle," I
said.
"That's where the new king lives." he continued.
Laughing at his observation. I told him that it was
President David Jorns he was talklng about. But to
Matthew. Jorns was king of the castle.
·
"You know what?" Matthew said. "The king needs to
come out and play: he studies too much."
Matthew was right. But not just about the new
"king:" people In general do too much during the day.
Maybe we all need to come out and play every now
and then.
Matthew and I continued our conversation, and I
must say, he is a very bright kid. I think I haven't had a
more Insightful conversation with a person since... well,
It has been a while.
We decided that everyone needs to stop for minute
and come out and play. Then later, we can go underneath a tree, hide in the shade and take an hour long

Ral-•c•h•l•e---•
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nap.
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Your turn

'New college'
a hodgepodge
of nonsense
Dear editor:
The ancient Greeks used to tell an
apocryphal story about how their
country was formed. When God finished his creation of the earth he had
a lot of big boulders and rocks let in
the sieve that did not sift through. In,
perhaps, exasperation he hurled the
remains of his sieve toward the
northeast part of the Mediterranean
Sea and there they landed forming
the land that Is Greece - the mainland, the Poloponnesus and the hundreds of Islands of the Aegean - a
mass of mountains, boulders and
rocks with very little top soil.
The draft proposal for "recreating·
the university and "creating" the
"New college" seems to have follolNecl such a process. The proposal
·recreates" the College of Business
Intact. It "recreates" the College of
Education intact. It "recreates" the
College d Liberal Arts and Sclenc.es

virtually intact and "hurts together"
into a "New College" the remaining
disparate colleges and departments
creating a hodgepodge college
which defies naming and rf!Neals no
rhyme or reason.
Traditionally, speech communication - at least since P1ato - has been
closely associated with the disclpllnes of history, poll ti cal science,
philosophy, grammar and psychology. There is probably not a university
in the country where speech communication Is aligned with physical
education, leisure studies. home
economics or mllltary science. No
disparaging of these disciplines is
Intended.
There are a number d more natural, felicitous and logical arrangements for the fourth college. For
Instance. a College d Ane Arts and
Communications which might
include art, music, theater arts,
speech communication, communication disorders and sciences and journalism. Such a college would have
more full time equivalent faculty than
the two colleges in the offldal "draft
proposal" and would make more

sense.

One might even consider a
College of Business and Communications - after all, we are concerned
with the fluency and they are concerned with the affluenc:y. The point
is that there are many combinations
that make sense, but the "new college" with its components makes no

sense.
Floyd L Menltt

Letter pollcy
The Dally Eastern News encourages letters to the editor concemlng
any local, state, national or International Issue.
Letters should be less than 350
words. For the letter to be printed,
the name of the author, in addition to
the author's address and telephone
number, must be included. If necessary, letters will be edited according
to length and space at the discretion
of the edit page editor or editor In
chief.
Anonymous letters will not be
printed.
If a letter has more than three
authors, only the names of the first
three will be printed.

There is a poem called, "Everything I needed to know
I learned in kindergarten." Matthew proved to be a
good teacher, because he reminded me of everything I
need to know to have a happy life: Don't lie, take a nap
when you are tired. share your toys with others, go outside and play with your friends.
Wouldn't the world be a great place if we could look
at life once again through the eyes of a 5-year-old?
Sometimes, especially for college students, we complicate our lives more than we have to. At times, we are
in such a rut of IMng life to Its fullest, we tend to forget
that basically we stlll are rather young. It's a great time
to enjoy life now because we can have excitement like
adults, and yet it still Is somewhat permissible to be
childish.
I think that If Ross Perot shared his toys, there
wouldn't be a huge national debt. And maybe if
President Clinton went outside and played with his
friends, maybe all of us wouldn't have to make a sacrifice for the democrats.
Matthew Is very fortunate; he doesn't understand
politics, the recession. the whole concept of AJDS or the
full Sf!!tlerity of racism. To him, right now life is simple
and happy.
just as we learn from the wisdom of our elders, so
can we benefit from the innocence of our youth. I am
fortunate to have met a person like Matthew, because
he renewed my faith in people and life's precious beauties.
The building which represents E.astern's tradition Is a
castle for a king to him - it Is this sort of imagination
which keeps the human spirit alive.
I wonder if Jorns would like to come out from studying so hard and play for a while?

- EJl.z.abeth R.ilchle Is a stdlf writer and guest columnist forThe Daily Eastern News.

Applications for African study
conference now available
By TAMALA GANT
Staff writer

The Afro-American Studies Association is accepting applications from all students who are interested
in attending next month's National Student
Conference at the Martin Luther King Jr. Center in
Atlanta.
The conference will take place April 3 to 6. The
Afro American Studies Association is an organization
that provides activities for its majors, minors and all
other interested students. said William Colvin, chairman of the Afro American studies department.
Colvin said the purpose of the conference is to give
students with Afro-American studies majors or
minors a chance to interact with other students that
attend outstanding black colleges. This event is for
students to experience the atmosphere and to learn
strategies used to eliminate the problems of social

Are you eating
enough chicken?

tension.
The cost to attend the conference is $140. This fee
includes round-trip travel and hotel accommodations.
Bus transportation also will be provided.
Applications can be obtained from the AfroAmerican studies office. located in Blair Hall room
208. Students who attend must pay half the trip's cost
by March 17.
"The African American studies program ha~ undergone intensive review following the levels of
research. evaluations, increasing activities in comparison to other outstanding programs," Colvin said. "The
large increase of majors has changed the possibility of
elimination."
The Illinois Board of Higher Education has targeted the program for possible elimination. citing a low
enrollment. But Colvin said currently there are 26
Afro-American studies majors, a number that has
jumped from four in August, 1992.

Book committee finishing tape
By DAWN TESSENDORF
Staff writer

The Textbook Rental Review
Committee will continue to explore
student and faculty perspectives on
the rental service at its regular
meeting Tuesday.
"We hope to move toward pinning down recommendations and
sharpening thinking on arguments
to give on these recommendations,"
said Richard Wandling, committee

co-chair.
The meeting will be at 5 p.m. in
one of the McDonald's meeting

rooms in the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
At the review committee's meeting Thursday, members discussed
the cost and the educational quality
of the Textbook Rental Service
based on the views presented at the
committee's forum Feb. 16.
The committee is examining
whether to eliminate, alter or retain
the current textbook rental system.
"We do not at this point have a
written recommendation," Wandling said. "We plan to make our
recommendation by the end of the
first week of April."

All You Can Eat

RATES AS LOW AS

Buffet

Call

345-6000

TODAY ONLY

MARCH MINl·MADNESS
9AM- lOPM

9AM. 6FM Entire Store
(unless otherwise exduded)

25°/o

SHOES

introduces

9 MONTH LEASE
$160 PER PERSON

409 7th Street, Charleston • 345-7427

Mens-Womens-Kids

Pizza&. Pub

SUNDECK

'UtAat~~

25°/o Off

Jerry's

FURNISHED APTS.

POOL&

Members are forming recommendations based on the information presented at the Feb. 16 forum,
Wandling said.
''I felt the last meeting was the
most productive meeting to date,"
he said "I feel very encouraged in
making headway in establishing
student and faculty concerns."
The review committee has no
definite arguments on any issue,
Wandling said. He said he could
not comment on any possible recommendations the committee
might be considering because they
are not yet in writing.

~

If you're looking for some great chicken, try us.
We feature homemade chicken salad, grilled breast
sandwiches and dinners, chicken strip sanwiches and taf
So stop in and see us. The moo you try us,
the moo you'll like us.

featuring
Pizza
Spaghetti
Garlic Bread
Salad Bar

$3.99

LINCOLNWOOD
PINETREE APTS.

Children l 0 &. under eat for $2

(Across from Cannan Hall)

4th&. Lincoln In store special 345-2844

Sweats & Sporting Goods
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otherwise
(unless
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Pullovers
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would like to congratulate
their new Executive Officers
for 1993-1994

NIKE - REEBOK

Basket
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President ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Tom Biewald
Vice President •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Dave Waller
Pledge Education ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••Jerry Evans
Treasurer ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Lee Wolff
Asst. Treasurer•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Mark Pawlack
Secretary •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••John Cicela
Chapter Guide •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••Jim Johnson
Sergeant-At-Arms •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••Jason Bonomo
Academic Affairs ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••Jon Rankins
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Conflicting videos fight
in gay rights campaign
WASHL~GTON (AP) - Men in
JOCk straps and bare-breasted
women cavort at gay-rights parades as the narrator asks in "The
Gay Agenda" videotape: Will socitl:i "be forced to surrender its stan-

(~REPORT

p

..__, ?"

AffOCIATED H EU

A counter video. "Hate, Lies
111d Videotape," likens the antillomosexual tape to a Nazi propaganda film. "Wbat is the point of
lhese lies and hate?" asks the nar-

the interim. Congress v.111 hold
hearings on the volatile issue, with
the near certainty that lawmakers
will cast votes this summer on
whether to end the half-century
ban.
For the groups that most strongly support and oppose the ban.
now is the time for intense lobbying.
Gay-rights groups have concentrated their efforts in one organization. the Campaign for Military
Service.
"We were hit by two very
fonnidable forces - the Pentagon
public relations machine and the
religious right's public relations
machine," the group's David M.
Smith said of the January uproar.
"Those two forces created a tidal

UllUS .

lllOr.

The videotapes are part of a
fierce lobbying campaign by contervative groups and gay-rights
organizations leading up to congressional hearings on President
Clinton's plan to lift the ban on
homosexuals in the military.
Clinton, facing opposition from
die military and from members of
Congress, including some in his
own party. decided in January not
to order an end to the prohibition.
Instead, he directed Defense
Secretary Les Aspin to prepare a
draft executive order by July 15. In

wave that overwhelmed our forces.
We decided to get smart and organize," said Smith, who is on leave
as executive director of the Gay
and Lesbian Alliance Against
Defamation in Los Angeles.
His organization is taking its
case to the news media. lobbying
on Capitol Hill and seeking grassroots support.
On the other side, the Family
Research Council is spendi ng
$75,000 on an advertisement in
newspapers published near military bases and in conservative
areas of the country, including
Orange County. Calif.
The advertisement shows a soldier about to step on a land mine
and the words, "A good soldier
knows you don't march blind into
a mine field."
Gary L. Bauer, executive staff
director of the group, said Clinton's failure to heed the advice of
the nation's military leaders on the
issue is similar to the soldier's dangerous step.

__,,,art y's
Bacon cheeseburger w/fries $1 99
$ 1 Bottles (MGD & MGD Light)
others $125

Tonite: free hot spicy BBQ's

BEU..S FLOWERCORtER
}

DOZEN RED ROSES
$14.95 WRAPPED
$19.95 VASED

1335 MONROE

345-3919

'Bogeyman' hunts children,
adults to sell into slavery
WASHINGTON (AP) - "Child catchers" in are taken hundreds of miles away from their villages
Thailand, "searchers" in Haiti, and "cats" in Brazil are where they are given meager wages and charged for
die world's real-life bogeymen, out looking for chil- travel and food. leaving them no way out
ck'en and adults to lure into slavery.
In some countries, children as young as 6 years old
Despite laws against forced labor around the globe, are made to work 17-18 hours a day, kept from being
millions of human beings still are working in bondage, educated and sometimes locked up day and night in
according to an International Labor Organization sweat-;hops. the ILO says. Some reportedly are sexualreport Monday.
ly abused by "owners" or sold to brothels.
London-based Anti-slavery International says accu..The fonns v. hich forced labor takes on today may
rate estimates of people in slavery are impossible but be more diverse and better disguised than those in earlhe number could be as high as 200 million working lier times, but they can be no less shocking." said
under conditions outlawed by international agree- Michel Hansenne, ILO general director, in the report.
ments.
Governments often deny that slavery still exists
Many have been captured or enticed into servitude among their people, but international groups cite
by slave raiders, known by various names, who roam numerous instances where enforcement is lax.
anpoverished or war-tom regions of Asia. Africa and
Last week, special investigator Vitit Muntarbhom
Latin America in search of able bodies to work or be reported to the U.N. Human Right:. Commission that
sold for $70 or less. 11.0 says.
exploitation of mmors by criminals and in sweatshops
Several governments arc to be confronted with a was worsening. even in the United States and other
more-detailed report to be published m May at ILO wealthy countries.
headquarters in Geneva.
ILO attorney Max Kern, interviewed in
Among problems cited in the ILO report:
Washington. said complaints from labor groups
• In Thailand. the forced recruitment of children around the world arc being investigated.
seems to be systematic, with "child catchers" roaming
"All these governments will be made to answer
rural areas. buying or laking children from poor farni- these allegations and problems at the International
lie , to be put on sale in cities for private households, Labor Conference in June." he said.
restaurants. factories and brothels. the ILO report says.
Other countnes cited by the ILO as among those
• In Haiti, labor contractors known as "buscones," still havmg slavery problems are:
or "searchers," ply the hinterlands of Haiti for work• Mauritania. where hundreds of thousands of
ers. including children. to be shipped off to the slaves remain tied to their masters. unable to break the
Dominican Republic for forced labor on sugar planta- "mental chains of servitude" bccau-,e they lack educabons.
tion and viable skills:
• In Brazil. men known a., "gatos:· or "cats," prowl
• Sudan, where a decade-long civil war has
among poor communities with promises of good increased the number of slaves, with soldiers rJ.iding
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Small 1 Topping Pizza $299 + Tax
Medium 1 Topping Pizza $3 99 +Tax
Large 1 Topping Pizza $499 + Tax
"Gourmet Pizzas For Any Budget"

Fast
Free
Delivery
348-5454

15 Minute
Carry Out
215 Lincoln
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Sign up now for second half semester Physical Education classes. The following classes still have openings:
DESCRIPTION

CAIL
NO.

Weight Training
Weight Training
Bowling
Golf
Volleyball
Volleyball
Racquetball
Tennis
Tennis
Ballroom Dance
Soccer Cchg

5716
5717
5728
5735
5762
5763
5777
5790
5791
5798
5927

COURSE

NUMBER

TIME

PED

•••
••

. ..... ...... ..... •
Pa.nt/;cr's

Tuesday
Special

1600.80
81
1660.80
1670.83
1770 .80
81
1830.80
1870.80
81
1920.80
3460.80•

08:00-09:40
15:00-16:40
10:00-11:40
08:00-09:40
12:00-13:40
08:00-09:40
08:00-09:40
10:00-11:40
08:00-09:40
13:00-14:40
09:00-10:40
and ARR

M/W LB/FG Legg
T/R LB/FG D.Weber/Morgan
Rice-Pitts
T/R BA
M/W LB/FH Garrison
M/W LB/SG Staff
T/R LB/SG Wittke
T/R LB/RC J .Smith
M/W LB/FH Opp
T/R LB/FH Mcinerney
M/W LB/SB Rice-Pitts
T/R MG/106 Mosnia
ARR

•Prereguisite: Prior soccer experience and sophomore status.
You may regisger for these classes by Touchtone until the first day of class.
Monday/Wednesday classes begin March 10. 1993
Tuesday/Thursday classes begin March 11 ,

TUES

8

DAV

MAR0-18, 1g:}3
THE DAILY EAslIRN NrM

Typing & Translation Service. Call
Lynda alter 5 p.m. 581-2829.

The DcJlly Eastern News
cannot be responsible for
more than one day's Incorrect lns.ertlon. Report errors
Immediately at 581-2812. A
corrected ad will appear In
the next edition.
All classified advertising
MUST meet the 2 p.m.
de&dllne to appear In the
next day·s publication. Any
ads processed Am.R 1 p.m.
will be published In the followl ng day·s newspaper.
Ads cannot be canceled
AfTl.R the 2 p.m. deadline.
Classified ads must be
paid In advance. Only
accounts with established
credit may be billed.
All Advertising submitted
to The CMJ/y E.astem News Is
subject to approval and may
be revised. rejected , or canceled at any time.
The Dally Eastern News
assumes no liability If for any
reason It becomes necessaiy
to omit an advertisement.

Panama City '93 Location is the
key and I have It! Free beer and
pool parties. From $119 per person. Jeff 581-5919.
- - - - - _ _ _ _ _3112
Vacation package for sale including lour nights in Ft. Lauderdale
plus a cruise to Grand Bahama
Island and two nights on island.
Call 581-6329 or 1-328-1241 for
details.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3110
SOUTH PADRE ISLAND Party
with the Best!' Hotels or Condos
with Party/Activity Package off
beach start at $17 Per
Person/Per Night, Sunchase and
Saide units starting at $24 Per
Person/Per Night. Taxes not
Included. 1-800-845-6766
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.3117
SPRING BREAK '93:ABSOLUTELY LAST CHANCE FOR
RESERVATIONS!
PRICES
START AS LOW AS $79. FOR
MORE INFORMATION CALL
MIKE OR ED 348-7541
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3111

DIRECTORY
TIAVU

TRAINING/ScHools
fflll' WANTtD
WAHl'lD

AoomoN

SUIUSSOllS
Foa RlNr

FOil SAU
LOST&. fowm
ANNOUNC.fMlHTS

Classified Ad Form
Name: __________________
Address: _ _~------------

D

Yes

D

SUBLESSORS NEEDED: Nice,
cheap, close to campus. Call
345·9635
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.3111

fol loo
24 W. Buchanan . Aldo Roma
Apts. 1 bedroom apartments for 1
or 2 persons. Utilities included .. 11
1/2 mos. lease. $325 for 1 person
or $185 each for 2 persons. Call
Jan or Chartotte 345-2113. Eads
Realty

_319

2 ROOMMATES NEEDED TO
SHARE A HOUSE FALU
SPRING. CALL 581-3682
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.3115

Eastern News

Phone: _ _ _ _ _ _ Students

Summer sublessor needed. 1
bedroom-furnished, central A.C.,
Free trash & parking, across from
_______________
Umon on 7th. 348-5406 3112
the

1 ROOMMATE NEEDED FOR
FALUSPRING. OWN ROOM
CARLYLE APTS. CALL 3453686

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOY·
MENT-flsheries. Earn $600+/
week in canneries or $4,000+/
month on fishing boats. Free
transportation! Room & Board!
Over 8,000 openings. No experience necessary. Male or
Female. For employment program call 1-206-545-4155 ext.
A5738
_ _ _ _ _ _ _3112

ROOMMATES

SUMMER SUBLESSORS: 1-2
females for one bedroom, washer/dryer. good location, rent neg..
345-3594
3110
Summ_e_r_s_u_b-le-s-so_r_s_n_e-ed-ed: 3
bdrm. apt. Royal Hts. blk from
Rec
Center.
348-5197.
neg.
__
___
_ _ _Rent
__
319

-3119
EXPERIENCED WAITRESSES
AND GRILL COOKS. APPLY IN
PERSON. WILLING TO WORK
MIDNIGHT SHIFT ON WEEK·
ENDS. 1121 DEWITT MAT·
TOON
-3110
Summer help wanted Roe's
Tavern. Male/Female bartenders
& floor walkers. Freshmen/sophomore only need apply. Must be 19
or older Apply Sat. 13th 4 pm-5
pm.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3112

GREEKS & CLUBS
RAISE A COOL

No

Dates to run - - - - - - - - - - - -- - -

Ad to read:

Now Showing
and Leasing
for

Summer &
Fall '93.

$1,000

- - - - _ _ _ _ _319

Rto£s/Rtous

Sublessors wanted~ 2 bdrm apt.,
all utilities included wfrent. 3488209.
Leave message.
______________
3111

446-2444.

--

CHILD CARE OPPORTUNITIES: Pre-screened families
from coast to coast looking for
caring Individuals to spend a
year as a live-in childcare
provider. $150-$300/week, room
& board, and airfare included.
Call Childcrest: 1-(800)-5748889.

SUlVICl.S Oma1D

o!~;

CAMP COUNSELORS WANTED
FOR PRIVATE MICHIGAN
BOYS/GIRLS SUMMER CAMPS.
TEACH: SWIMMING. CANOEING. ARCHERY, TENNIS, GOLF.
GYMNASTICS,
RIFLERY.
ARCHERY, TENNIS, GOLF,
SPORTS, COMPUTERS, CAMPING, CRAFTS, DRAMATICS, OR
RIDING
ALSO KITCHEN.
OFFICE,
MAINTENANCE
SALARY $400 OR MORE PLUS
R&B. DAYNA GLASSON. 1765
MAPLE, NFLD.. IL 60093. 708·

IN JUST ONE WEEKI

PLUS $1,000 FOR THE
MEMBER WHO CAUS!
No obligation. No Cost.
You also get a FREE
HEADPHONE RADIO
just for calhng

1-800-950-1037, Ext. 25

ACROSS

Leasing office
820 Lincoln Ave

32 Terminus of "all

1 Curl the lip
I Memorable
publisher-editor
;,_ 11>-Sherbets'
cousins
HRichcake
11lnd1go
11 Blue or White
river
17 Dispossess
11"--Ha'I"
1e Herr's partner
to Suited to
lathe-working
llLiberal or
martial pursuits
a Undulate
IA Depends (on)
H Investigator
•Collectible auto

roads"
~Produced

•Laughing
• Marco Polo.
e.g.
41 Trounce
.u Deserve
44TheAmes
Brothers, e.g.
•Carson's
successor
47 Cosmetician
Lauder
•Staggered
11 Feat of Klee
MOevlse
.. o·erthe
bounding main
17 Suited to being
lengthened or
widened

Under Classification of: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Expiration code (office use only)_ _ _ _ _ _ __
Person accepting ad _ _ _Compositor _ _ _ __
no. words/days

Amount due:$ _ _ __

Check number _ _ __
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first
day. 10 cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum.
Student ads must be paid 1n advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous
or in bad taste.

-------,----517

Share apartments. Private
room, 1818 7th. $150 plus
electric bill. Call Ralph S
345-5053 or owner at 345-2

93-94 314 bedroom houses. 1036,
1022 2nd, 319 Madison . 3485032
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3111

CAMPUS CLIPS
GRAPHIC DESIGN ASSOCIATION will present the ACD 100 Slide
Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the Tarble Art Center. AU art and non-art maps
encouraged to come. Refreshments win be served
PHI ALPHA ETA will have a meeting and ·stress" panel di
Tuesday at 7 p.m. 1n the Effingham room of the Unoo. We vote to
changes in our constrtutionl Plus, three panelists including a masM,
dscuss techniques to relieve stress. Open to all. Ends at 8 p.m.
PHI GAMMA NU wil haw a pledge meeting Tuesday al 6 p.m in
102. Formal attire, have committee repol1S.
CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR Christ will have Prime Time Tuesday at
p.m. in Ufe Science 201 Fun, interesting, everyone welcome.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will have Reconciliabon Tuesday fRlm
p.m. at the Newman Chapel.
NEWMAN CATHOUC CENTER will have Sot4> & Bread Tuesday II
Newman Center from 5:30-7 p.m. Meal, video and discussion.
Welcome.
OASIS WILL MEET Tuesday at 6 p.m. in the McDonald's Union to
Lynch Foundation and Booth Library display. We need your input.
EIU CYCLING CLUB wlU have a meebng Tuesday at 8 p.m. in the
3rd lloor. Going over designs. Any questions caD Sean 581-3596.
BACCHUS WILL HAVE a meeting Tuesday at 7 p.m. in the
Williams room located on lower floor of Union by west entrance al
office. New members welcome.
ALPHA KAPPA DELTA will have a brown bag discussion Tuesday II
p.m. in Blair hall room 300. Everyone welcome.
CIRCLE K INTERNATlONAL WLL have a regular meeting Tuesday II
p.m. Ill the Kansas rm.. 3rd ftoor Union. Circle K is a commtllity
organization. All new members are welcome.
MORTARBOARD ORIENTATION meeting for new members is Tueedly
6 p.m. In the Music Bldg. Room 122.
ALPHA KAPPA ALPHA stress rel'iever Will be Tuesday from 8-11 p.m.
the Grand Baftroom.
ALPHA KAPPA ALPHA weekly events wiQ begin March 8. Come lrld
ebrate with the AK>\s.
DATA PROCESSING MANAGEMENT Association will have a
Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. in Coleman 226. Guest speaker on interview
Everyone encouraged to attend. P1ease note room change.

Pteue Note: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY lot
NON-PROF1T event. i.e. bake sales or raffles. All Clips should be
to The Dally Eastern News office by NOON one business day belor9
date of the event Example: any event scheduled for Thursday should
submitted as a Campus Chp by noon Wednesday. (Thursday is the
for Fnday, Saturday or Sunday evenl.) Clips submitted after
WILL NOT be published. No clips win be taken by phone. Arry Clip ...
illegible or contains confliClmg mfonnation wlll not be published.

DOWN
1 Check
1 --Scotia
3-theRed
4Emulate
Whistler
1 Opt for the gold
watch?
t Conspiracy
7 Made possible
•Rivulet
• Aerialists
10Unerring
11 Planttendrils
11 Make Jubilant
author
11 Bellini heroine
11 Architect
Saarinen
• Stiffly neat

:l Credit

0 Check

OCash

Now leasing for fall: twofurnished apartments. McA
Manor Apartments 913·9t
Fourth St. 345·2231

a Wild guess
MJoumey
11 Of a forearm
bone
•Knell
17 Auction
•Peruses
• Recess at Notre
Dame
70 Binoculars user
71 Have being

u "Hop on Pop"

Payment:

Nice, close to campus. furnished
houses for 93-94 school year.
Two people per bedroom. 10 1/2
mo. lease. $175/mo .. 345-3148.
Evenings.

17 Routine

•-Khayyam
•Instilling
credence
11 Tenth: Comb.
form

M - - meridiem

• First murder
victim
n Hawaiian state
bird
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· ·-boy!"
a Navigation
system
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IO Make certain
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for21 Down
u Huxley's "Time
Must Have - - ·
I I Actress Patricia
and family
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12 Once, once
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[LASSIRED ADVER11SING
OLDETOWNE MANAGEMENT
HAS APARTMENTS AVAILABLE FOR LEASING 93-94.
CALL
_ _345-0LDE.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _.517

5fl
for.P-R-en-t:_A_v_a_ila_b_le-fo-r-S-um_m.er
111d 93·94 school year.
~ents and Homes, clean,
lllOdem with some utilities fur!Uhed. 1, 2, 3 & 4 bedrooms.
Wuhers and dryers are avail·
Ible In some of the units. 9, 10,
& 12 month leases are avail11111. 217·345·4494 anytime.
_ __ ca3/2,4,9,11,16,18
~nts for fall: clean, excelllnt condition. Off-street parkIlg. Call 345-7286, M-F, 8:30 ~.Sat.9-12

3/12

~U~NC~O~L-N_W
_O
~O
.,,.......
D_P
_l_
N__
E....
TREE

FURNISHED APARTMENTS.
PATIOS. BALCONIES. AIR.
NINE MONTH LEASE, FROM
$180 PER PERSON. APPOINTMENT. 345-6000
.,......_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5(7
Available for Summer and 93-94
achool year. Apartments and
Homes, clean, modern with
eame utilil1es furnished . 1,2,3, &
4 bedrooms . Washers and
Dryers are available in some of
the units. 9, 1 O. & 12 month
lllses are available. Not close
ID campus. 217-345-4494 any-

lme.

_ __ _ _ _caTR3/18
Women only - Fall & Spring,
$150.00 per mo. & Utilities. Int.
& Summer - Special Rates Call
Pit Novak (708) 789-3772.
-~-----~3/17
RENT, 10 MONTH LEASE.
NEED SIX STUDENTS. 6
BEDAM, 2 BTS, 2 KIT., W/D.
1ST HOUSE ACROSS FROM
LANTZ GYM ON 2ND ST 3462184
_ _ __ _ _ _ _.3/11

Seniors, Grad Students 93-94
unfurnished 2 bedroom house
for 2. Quite close to campus.
1430 11th Street. $150 month.
345·7678
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.319
4·5 bedroom apt. 5 blocks from
campus . LOW utilities. 2344831
-3/12
5 BEDROOM FOR STUDENTS
93-94 SCHOOL YEAR. 1 BLOCK
FROM CAMPUS. FURNISHED,
WASHER/DRYER. TEN MONTH
LEASE. FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 345-3875.
--,----.,.-----3/10
Available for summer: large
one·bedroom partially furnished
apt. $300/mo. includes water
and trash. 348-0205.
- - - - - - - - - - -3/16
1427 9th Street. 5 BEDROOM
APT.-$900/month ($180/each).
1 o month lease. 2 BEDROOM
APT.-$320/month ($160/each).
12 month lease. Call 345-4853
_ _ _ _ _ __ _ _3112
Near campus, nice one bedroom apartments, range. relrig ..
drapes provided. No pets. 2
persons max. $300/mo. 345·
4220.

_ _ _...,...__ _ _ _ _.3112

Now leasing large 3 bedroom
apartments for summer & 93-94
school year. Call 345-3664
- - - - - - - - - - - - '3/29
NEAR LOS/LANTZ: comfortable, affordable 3-BR house
and 3·BR apartment, available
1993·94 (also individual spaces
for summer); 345-2754/5816294.
3116
100 F_E_E_T_F_R_O_M_B_U_Z_Z-ARD.
House for 3-4 persons. Call
345-2265

2 bedroom house for rent Fall

1 bedroom available for fall at
1302 4th St. $195 mo-1 O mo
lease-Includes utilities. w/d-8372317
_ __ _ _ __ _ _.319

8 BEDROOM HOUSE. CLOSE
TO CAMPUS $165 MO. OWN
ROOM. F93-S94. W/D & BEDS.
581-3533
3/10
....,FOR,..........s-=ru
-o
-E
=N
_T__S_9_3-_94_SC
___
HOOL

YEAR: 1 BEDROOM APT., TWO
BLOCKS FROM CAMPUS-FUR·
NISHED·TEN MONTH LEASE
(2) 3 BEDROOM HOUSES·
CLOSE TO CAMPUS·TEN
MONTH LEASES. FOR MORE
INFORMATION CALL 345-2516,
LEAVE MESSAGE
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3110

'91 Paramount Series 5 racing
bicycle, Shimano 105 sc componentry, tow miles $600 obo.
Like new lender standard
American stratocaster guitar.
$400 obo. Peavey stereo cho·
rus 400 amp, $400 obo.
Emerson VCR, $100 obo. Call
348-1396. Ask for Kevin or 1im
--=~-=.,,.-=-=--.....,...- __319
2 BUS TICKETS, ROUNu-TRIP
TO DAYTONA. GOOD FROM 3·
18 THAU 4·18-93. $100 EA.,
REG. $280 EA. BUS LEAVES
FROM MATTOON. CALL 5815302

Lost: Men's gold ring in downstairs bathroom of University
Union by the bookstore. If found
please
call_
345-1184.
___
_ _ __ _319
Found : Bracelet found in "J"
parking lot. Call 5181-5453 to
claim.
_ _ _ _ _ _ __ _.3/9
IF YOU HAVE ANY INTEGRITY,
PLEASE RETURN TO ROTC A
MINOLTA CAMERA THAT WAS
PICKED UP AT MCDONALD'S.
NO QUESTIONS. $50 .00
REWARD CALL 581-5944.
-3/10
Lost; Metal indlan figure on
brown leather strap by health
service & Buzzard building
348·0118
--~------3110
Lost: Gold watch at Thirsty 's
Saturday night. REWARD! Call
Michele at 581·2351
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.3/11
Lost in Grand Ballroom. Sigma
Sigma Sigma sorority pin.
Reward. Call Chauntel 348-

93. 4 girls at 180.00 month .
Rent
Includes
utilities,
washer/dryer. Nice house, close
to campus at 1206 3rd. Call
837-2317
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/9

STEROID ALTERNATIVESCYBERGENICS. ICOPRO, HOT
STUFF, TWIN LABS, WEIDER,
UNIVERSAL. DIET AIDS. STIMULANTS . FREE CATALOG.
PHYSICAL ATIRACTIONS. 1800·397·4777.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.3129

Scooter and motorcycle batter·
ies $7.95 and up. FREE TESTS.
1519 Madison 345-8658 (VOLT)
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ca.TR5f7
TV-QUASAR 25" CONSOLE$175. STEREO: RECEIVER,
TURNTABLE, SPEAKERS-$75.
1981 CHEVROLET MALIBU
STATION WAGON $750.
TRADE
FOR?
345-4426
___
__
_ _ _ _.517
Man's silver/gold wedding ring$150 . Man's sliver Bulova
Accutron watch $225. Woman's
full length fur coat-$100. Trade
for? 345-4426

5(7

RE
--_ LA
___
J_1v=E-LY
_ N__
E_
W_ 1_2_00-_B-'ASED
RATE INTERNAL MODEM.
COMPATIBLE WITH AN IBM PC.
$30/0BO. 348·1353 AFTER 4
WEEKDAYS; ASK FOR MIKE
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.3112

n39.
:-----=-------3/11
REWARD! Lost-Long, black,
wool coat. Please call 3485535.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3111

ATIENTION ALL STUDENTS:
Homecoming 1993 committee
applications are available in the
Student Activity Center, Rm.
201, University Union. DEADLINE: March 9 .
_ _ _ _ _ __ _ _.3/9
Jamaican Tan: 12 Tans, $34. All
in stock venus bikinis $29. Get
ready for Spring Break at
Jamaican Tan. 410 7th Street.
348-0018
3115
$$$ FOR COLLEGE! SCHOLARSHIPS, LOANS, GRANTS,
AVAILABLE Regardless of age,
grades, or Income. Call Toll
Free 1-800·436·6867, Ext. L1005
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.3/11
ALOHA TAN, 10 tans for $25.
Wolff bed w/lace tanner. 3454386
_ _ _ _ _ __ _ _3112
ORDER OF OMEGA MEMBERS: don't forget VIP INITIA·
TION tonight. Be at the Delta
Zeta house, Greek Court by
6:301
_ _ _ _ _ _ __ _3/9
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS:
TOKENS ANNOUNCES NO
LIMIT CHECK CASHING UNTIL
SPRING BREAK. MUST HAVE
TWO IDs. LOOK FOR OUR
FILM PROCESSING SPECIALS
AFTER BREAK.
- - - - - - - - - ' 3 /18
To the Women of Tri Sigma :
Thank you for inviting us to your
50th anniversary open house.
We had a great time. Love, the
Women of ASA
_ _ _3/9
The Ladies of Sigma Sigma
Sigma: Congratulations on your
50th year Anniversary. The Men
of
_Sigma
_ _Nu
_ _ _ _ _ _319
ROCK·N·ROLL FANS: volunteer group forming to promote
and publicize Charleston's
emerging music scene. Friends
and Co .. 509 Van Buren.
Wednesday, march 10, 7:00
p.m.
-3110
CONGRATULATIONS!! TO THE
FOLLOWING LAWSON INC.
MEMBERS WHO RECEIVED A
4 .0 FOR THE FALL 1992
SEMESTER! LORI FORNERIS,
DAWN NETTLETON, JULIE
ROBERTS, LORI
AND
HEIDI WEITEKAMP

scon

I ANNOUNWUNIS I _________319
TO MY FAVORITE BRUNETTE.
IF YOU LIKE ME, KISS ME; IF
YOU WANT MORE JUST LET
ME KNOW•

-

319

ATIENTION ALL STUDENTS:
HOMECOMING 1993 COMMITTEE APPLICATIONS ARE
AVAILABLE IN THE STUDENT
ACTIVITY CENTER, RM. 201.
UNIVERSITY UNION. DEADLINE: MARCH 9 .

_________319

Calvin and Hobbes

ALPHA PHls: KEEP SMILING,
KEEP THOSE SPIRITS HIGH
AND
GREAT
WEEKI
_ _HAVE
_ _A_
_ __
_319

--

-

Bill Watterson

FOLLOWING LAWSON INC.
MEMBERS WHO RECEIVED
BETWEEN A 3.5-3.8 FOR THE
FALL 1992 SEMESTER! TERESA RICHARDSON. TRESSA
RAGAN, COURTNEY ROSEN,
SANDY SCHAEFER, MELISSA
SMITH, DEBBIE WITT AND
SUSAN DRUES.
_ _ _ __ 319

CONGRATULATIONS TO ALL
THE NEW EXECUTIVE OFFI·
CERS OF ALPHA GAMMA
DELTA. EACH ONE OF YOU
WILL DO AN AWESOME JOB.
l'M PROUD OF ALL OF YOU
LOVE, WILLY
------...,....--3/9
PETE HUFFORD: Great job as
an AUCTIONEER at SIGMA
KAPPA'S PARENTS' WEEKEND!! PS. The man with the tie
bought
it. _ _ __ _ _319
___

C
-O
~
NGR-AT
_U
_LA_T_IO~N-S_T_O_.THE

DAVE VISKA of Pl KAPPA
ALPHA Congratulations! You
are going to make an AWESOME DEE ZEE MANI DZ love,
Erin
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.319
TO ALL MY LADIES OF ALPHA
GAMMA DELTA, I WOULD LIKE
TO WISH ALL OF YOU THE
BEST OF LUCK AS YOU ARE
BEGINNING TO PREPARE
FOR ALL THE GREEK WEEK
EVENTS. I KNOW IT IS A
LONG AND TOUGH ROAD,
BUT YOU WILL COME OUT ON
TOP BECAUSE YOU ARE THE
BEST.
WILLY_ _319
_ _LOVE
_ _YA,
_ __

---=--.. . . . .

PIKES: IT HAS BEEN SUCH
AN HONOR AND A PRIVILEGE
BEING YOUR DREAMGIRL
FOR THE PAST YEAR! l'M
REALLY GOING TO MISS ITI
ALL OF YOU ARE AWESOME
AND HAVE PROVED TO BE #11
THANKS AGAIN FOR EVERYTHING! I LOVE YOUI LOVE
ALWAYS, KELLIE
_ _ _ _ _ _.3/10

The Daily
Eastern News

BRAD ROZBORIL: DESPITE
LOOSING MY EARRING, LIPSTICK, CAMERA AND RING.
AND FREEZING TO DEATH
UNTIL 5 :00 A .M. , THANKS
FOR MAKING MY BIRTHDAY
SO SPECIAL! DZ LOVE, TAMARA . PS DON' T YOU LOVE
FUNCTIONS!

now accepts

VISA
and

MasterCard

Job Fairs!
Internships!
Professional Positions!
STUDENTS PUBLICATIONS

offers a resume service to
the campus community of
Eastern.
.. Packages start as low as $20! ,.
For more information,
call 581-2812.

BAAi~

'SELL SHORT
SAVE LONG'

LUBR\Cf>.~\.

It's the 1 for $1 deal!

\

The Daily Eastern News
will run your
CLASSIFIED AD
for 1 day for $1*

i
Doonesbury

ASAs & FORMAL DATES:
Thanks for making our formal so
speclall It was a night that we'll
never
_ _forget!
_ _ _ _ _ __ .319

3/9

Joey's WOWI Joey's WOWI
WOWI Joey's WOWI WOWI
WOWI HOW ABOUT JOEY' S
NOWI HOLY COW, WE DELIVER! 345-2466
-~-------3112

l'ti\ LE.t..KllllG

•

JENNIFER PTASZEK: Your
ASA sisters are proud to have
you as sister of the mont-hl
3/9

DAVE VISKA of Pl KAPPA
ALPHA: I' m so proud of yout
You'll be a great DEE ZEE
MANI Love Jen

by

•

9
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•10 words ONE DAY is $1 .00
·The 1 for $1 Is available to any non.commercial Individual who wishes to
sell an items or items (max. of 3 items). All Items must be priced •

BY GARRY TRUDEAU
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SPORTS SHORTS Bug-eating
Jets sign veteran Lott rookie lifts
Minnesota
By The Associated Press

HEMPSTEAD, N.Y. (AP) - Ronnie Lott joined the New
York Jets Monday. becoming the first big-name player to
change teams under the NFL's new free agency.
The 33-year-old Lott. the guiding force of the San
Francisco 49ers defense for four Super Bowl championships,
played safety for the Los Angeles Raiders the past two seasons. He joined the Raiders under Plan B. which was struck
down by a federal court last year. helping clear the way for
the current. less-restrictive free agency system.
A source said the contract was for two years. but would not
disclose any tenns.
The Jets had a mid-day news conference Lo announce the
signing of Lott, a six-time All-Pro. Just two seasons ago, his
first with the Raiders. Loll led the NFL with eight interceptions.
Jets general manager Dick Steinberg repeatedly has said
the team would be an active player in the free agent market.
Today's announcement proved that.
New York. coming off a 4- I 2 season after making the playoffs in 1991. lost free safety Lonnie Young to a severe knee
injury late last year. Young is expected to miss the ·93 season.
His backup. Erik McMillan, feuded with coach Bruce
Coslet and will not be re-signed.
"This should prove how serious we are about signing free
agents," a team spokesman said. "We're getting one of the
NFL's best leaders who still is a great player."

Orioles might be sold
BALTIMORE (AP) - A group of investors led by
Cincinnati businessman William 0. DeWitt Jr. has agreed to
buy the Baltimore Orioles for $135 million in cash from
owner Eli Jacobs. according to a broadcast report.
WBAL Radio, the flagship station for the team, reported
the Dewitt group agreed to assume deferred payments to former Orioles players no longer with the team. But a source
close the negotiations told The Associated Press today that
the team is still up for sale.
"He doesn't have a deal. It's just not true." the source said.
The sale was expected to be announced by opening day on
April 5, the station reported. It must be approved by 10 of 14
American League teams and eight of 14 National League
teams.
Jacobs refused to comment on the sale. But last week, the
New York financier said he was compiling a guest list for
opening day.
The sale would mark the end of months of negotiations
between Jacobs and DeWitt and. more recently. between
DeWitt and creditors of Jacobs.

UNC still No. 1 in poll
While North Carolina remained the nation's No. l college
basketball team. Louisville and Purdue made the biggest
jumps in this week's poll and New Mexico State returned to
the rankings for the first time in four months.
North Carolina (26-3). the ACC regular season champion,
received 59 first-place votes and 1,617 points Monday from
The Associated Press' nationwide panel of writers and broadcasters.
The Tar Heels, who took over the top spot last week, then
beat Wake Forest and Duke to finish conference play at 14-2.
Louisville (18-8) and Purdue ( 17-8) each improved six
places in the voting. The Cardinals. winners of the Metro
Conference with an 11-1 league mark. beat Virginia Tech and
Nocre Dame last week and went from No. 22 to 16. Purdue
beat Michigan State and Iowa last week and vaulted from No.
24 to 18.
New Mexico State (23-6), which clinched the Big West title
last week. rejoined the rankings for the first time since late
November.
The Aggies, ranked 24th, have won five in a row. including
a 90-88 triumph over UNLV.
Indiana (26-3), the Big Ten champion. held second with
four No. 1 votes and 1.541 points. Michigan (24-4) got the
other two first-place votes and moved up one place to third.

By The Aaaociated Presa

Minnesota Twins rookie catcher
Mike Maskudian 's nickname is
"Bugsy." He wasn't named after a
gangster, either. He picked up the nickname because he eats insects.
Ma.,kudian used his bat. not his teeth.
Monday in helping the Twins to an 11-8
split-squad exhibition victory over the
Texas Rangers at Fort Myers. Aa.
Maskudian. trying to make the team
as a backup catcher. hit a 405-foot. tworun double off the center-field v.all during an eight-run eighth inning.
Although Maskudian has only three
at-bats in the big leagues. all with
Toronto in 1992. he has received bigleaguc publicity for eating bugs. He's
choosy about what he eats. too.
"I don't eat dead things," said
Maskudian, who estimates he's
received about $5,000 through the years
on dares from his teammates. "Let's not
get carried away with the bug stuff...
He said his focus is earning a spot on
the team as a ballplayer. not an entertainer. He hasn't eaten any insects with
the Twins - yet.
At West Palm Beach. Fla., Jim
Abbott. in his spring training debut with
the Yankees, pitched three innings of
two-hit ball as New York (4-0)
remained unbeaten with a 2-0 exhibition victory over the Montreal Expos.
Abbott. obtained from the California
Angels in an off-season trade. walked
one and struck out two.
At Haines City, Fla., David Cone
made his first exhibition start for
Kansas City and pitched well in the
Roy ab' 4-0 loss to Baltimore.
Cone, signed as a free agent for $18
million over three years. took the loss.
He gave up one hit and one run in three
innings. striking out two.
At Plant City. Fla .. all-time saves
leader Jeff Reardon, trying to win a job
with Cincinnati, was hit hard Monday
in the Reds' 5-4 exhibition victory
against the Detroit Tigers. Reardon, the
winner, gave up two runs on three hits
in the ninth inning. He was handed a 42 lead to protect.
Cincinnati manager Tony Perez
would like Reardon to be his set-up
man for Rob Dibble this season.
At Chandler. Ari1~ . Teddy Higuera.
trying to return from rotator cuff troubles. was the winner as Milwaukee beat
San Francisco 6-3.
In two innings, Higuera gave up two
runs and two hits. He walked one and
fanned two.
Albert Bell remained hot for
Cleveland. Belle had two more hits
Monday, including a two-run homer, to
lead the Indians to a 9-5 exhibition victory over Houston at Winter Haven.
Aa. Belle. 7 for 9 in three spring games.
hit a two-run homer off Tom Edens in
Cleveland's five-run fourth inning.
At Cocoa, Aa.. the expansion Florida
Marlins lost for the first time after three
exhibition victories, 3-2 to Los
Angeles.

UNIVERSITY THEATRE
presents
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(For Mature Audiences Only)
8 p.m. March 10-13 2 p.m. March 14
in the Studio Doudna Fine Arts Center
Adults $6, Senior Citizens $5, EIU Students $3
Call (217) 581-3110 for reservations 1-5 Mon - Fri

An Evening With

Maya Angelou
Thursday, March 18, 1993 8PM In Lancz Gym
Students w/ID $300, General Public $600
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Yf'ickets on sale at Union Ticket Office
J!arch 11-18 9 ,w - 4 PM
~ Saturday, J.\farch 13 12 PM - 4 PJJ
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TUESDAY

SPECIAL!
3-PIECE
DINNER

$225
3 pieces of golden brown fried chicken,
mashed potatoes & gravy, creamy cole slaw
and 2 fresh hot biscuits

2-PIECE

LUNCH

Try our delicious
• Bar-B-Q Ribs
• Livers & Gizzards
• Fish Sandwiches
• Fish Dinner

2-pc. chicken, mashed
potatoes & gravy,
slaw & 1 biscuit

NEW ITEM

JOIN US 7 DAYS
A WEEK FOR

BREAKFAST

Complete Menu 5-11 a.m.

We have catering for all occasions. Gift certificates
are available 345 - 6424
1305 Lincoln
Avenue
Charleston,
Illinois

Tuesday, March 9 , 1993

IC, Wright State in finals
The University of Illinois at
ago and Wright State advto Tuesday's championship
of the Mid-Continent Cone Tournament with semifiwins Monday.
rell Ford scored 24 points
led a 21-point run that carried
·s-Chicago to a 96-68 victoover top-seeded Cleveland
host Raiders pulled away
No. 7-seed Valparaiso in the
minute of the game to come
with an 82-72 victory.
Tuesday's championship game
be televised live at 6:30 p.m.
PN.
UIC (17-14) knocked the

Vikings out of the tournament
semifinals for the second straight
year. Cleveland State (22-6) also
lost to the Flames in Cleveland
last year.
The Flames will be making
their second straight appearance in
the championship game of the
conference tournament. Eastern
defeated UIC 83-68 for the automatic bid to the NCAA Tournament.
The Vikings came into the tournament with a 15-1 conference
record, the best ever in the MidCon. and their first 20-win season
in five years. They had swept their
two-game season series against
Illinois-Chicago, which was just

9-7 in the conference.
The Flames put it away by scoring the fir..t 21 points in the second half, including 12 by Ford.
Cleveland State was O-for-4 from
the floor with five turnover.. in the
opening four minutes of the second half.
Kenny Williams added 19
points for lllinois-Chicago, which
cleared its bench after building a
36-point lead early in the second
half. Reggie Welch led the
Vikings with 22.
Mid-Con player of the year Bill
Edwards led Wright State ( 19-9)
v.·ith 25 points. Tracy Gipson
paced Valparaiso (12-16) with 25
points.
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• 400' Ocain froalllge

• 2 beat.I Outdocw Pool.
Largest Pool Deck In Daytona

·~

• PoolBer
• K..y largo Nlte Oub
• EfBdepda

TH!~HOTR
995 S. AdilllllcA..._ • .,.,,._._., Fl.12111

(800) 874-0136 (904) 252-2581

FANTASTIC GIVEAWAYS••• UVE
ENTERTAINMENT•.• DAILY
CONTESTS/PRJZES••• DAYTONA"S
BEST BODY COHIEST•••
IHIU< ll'i ,,, 1111
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DAYTONA BEACH

ets' guard to miss Jordan
remainder of season back at
EAST RUTHERFORD. N.J.
(AP) - The New Jersey Nets
braced for the worst over the
past week, and they got it
Monday when it was learned
that point guard Kenny
Anderson is out for the season
with a broken left wrist.
Ander son was examined
Monday morning by hand specialist Dr.
Charles Melone Jr., and it
was decided to place a full cast
on his left arm, at least for now.
Surgery remains a possibility,
but the prognosis for complete
recovery is good, Melone said.
Anderson sustained the
injury a little more than a week
ago when he was shoved to the
court while he was going up
for a layup by John Starks of
the New York Knicks. Starks
was called for a flagrant foul
and was eventually fined

$5,000 but not suspended, a
move Nets management criticized.
Anderson, who blossomed
into one of the NBA's outstanding point guards this season
under coach Chuck Daly, was
not immediately available for
comment after seeing his second NBA season end. He averaged 16.9 points and 8.2 assists
in 55 starts.
Forward Chris Morris
accompanied the 22-year-old
New York City native to the
doctor's office and he said
Anderson was disappointed.
"He wants to come back,"
Morris said. "I think the thing
is not to rush it. He has a long
life ahead of him. He's the type
of kid, he has the heart of a
lion to play basketball. That's
what he wants to do. He has to
sacrifice to get healthy."

efebvre says he wi 11
ot rush injured Cubs
MESA, Ariz. (AP) - Chicago
bs manager Jim Lefebvre says
is in no hurry to rush his injured
players into the spring exhibition
lineup until they are 100 percent

lalthy.
"'We don't need another injury,"

lie said.
After meeting Sunday with traincn and coaches, Lefebvre decided
to go through with plans to start
pilcher Mike Harkey on Monday.
• to have him pitch a simulated
in.stead. Harkey is recovering
:fimt September knee surgery.
"Hi~ leg is in good shape. His
is in good shape," the manager
· "But the trainers tell us his leg
lllCngth is not up to an acceptable
level and it might be difficult for
lim to field balls hit sharply to his

right or left. Until he is 100 percent,
there is no need to rush it."
Shortstop Shawon Dunston (back)
and third baseman Steve Buechele
(abdominal) also are sidelined
because they have been slow recovering from injuries last season.
That puts Lefebvre's whole starting infield - except for first baseman Mark Grace - on the shelf for
a while. It also means more playing
time for Jose Vizcaino. Rey
Sanchez, Tommy Shields, Steve
Lyons. Kent Anderson and John
Jensen, especially now that splttsquad games are starting.
Vizcaino has replaced Ryne
Sandberg, out with a broken bone
in his left hand after being hit by a
pitch from San Francisco Giants
reliever Mike Jackson.

practice
DEERFIELD (AP) - Chicago
Bulls star Michael Jordan practiced Monday after spending several days hospitalized for a foot
infection, but said he may miss
his third consecutive game.
Jordan was confined to informal shooting. His status against
the visiting Seattle Supersonics
won't be determined until game
time Tuesday.
'Tm feeling a lot better,"
Jordan said after practice.
"I haven't really tested the
foot. I'm just learning how to
walk again, trying to get over the
pain I had:· Jordan said. ''I'll
give it more push in the morning
and see how it responds.
"Right now. it's a day-to-day
thing. But if the game was today
I couldn't play." Jordan was still
being treated with medication
intravenously Monday, and said
he will be on antibiotics for the
rest of the season.
Jordan was obviously bothered by the bacterial infection in
his left foot following last
Tuesday's game at New Jersey.
He sat out Wednesday's game
against Dallas, and then spent
Thursday and Friday night in the
hospital, missing the San
Antonio Spurs.
" It was very, very painful,"
Jordan said. "It turned out to be
worse than expected. In the past.
I took medication and it would
go away in 48 hours. But this has
been a slow process.
" I' ll get some extra work done
on it after the season but right
now it's just a matter of controlling the infection."
Counting one suspension,
Jordan has missed four games
this season, the most since he
fractured an ankle in his second
pro season.

NOW LEASING!
Fall 1993

STRESSED OUT?

Apartments for
1,2,3,4 students

FIND WAYS TO RELIEVE YOUR STRESS

• Close to campus
• Furnished with A/C
• Safe & clean

STOP BY McHUGH'S FOR OUR GREEN
MINT "B LARNEY STONE" SHAKE 89¢
Other Flavors Available. Chocolate, Vanilla, & Raspberry

Try Our "NEW" Super Value Meals
"You're Always Welcome At McHugh's"
University Board, Performing Arts
presents

A Dessert Theatre
(gourmet cakes, international coffee,
& more)

Wednesday, March 1O
7:00 P.M.
Grand Ballroom, University Union
Students/Seniors

THR UGH:
MASSEUSE

$7
LACK WELL

2 for $10

ER
PSYCHOL

*all tickets presale.
no tickets will be sold at the door

~~f.\L GRUBER

Call 345-7248

Haberer
Rentals

EFFIN

UNION

<I>AE

General Public
$10
2 for $18

Tickets can be purchased at the
union box office.

1111.

For more information call
University Board at 581 -5117
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Eastern success
sign of the future
By JEFF GLADE
Staff writer
For all but three, the wrestling
season drew to a close at
Saturday's NCAA West Wrestling Regional. Coach Ralph
McCausland said that the ending
though shows a bright future for
the coming years.
The Panthe rs lose only two
men from this season's regular
I 0-man squad, those being graduating seniors Stan Gress at 190
pounds and Tom Carroll at 167.
Left behind are two national
qualifiers, third and fourth place
regional finishers and total of six
wrestlers with 20 or more wins
this season.
"This young group of guys has
gained more experience as a
group than any other I have ever
had," McCausland said. "The
success level was also very high
for this group. What they now
have to do is carry that over to
next season, feed off that success
and, hopefully, gain some
momentum for next year."
Probably the most promising
of the returnees is junior Joe
Daubach, who qualified for next
weeks national championships
and led the team this season in
wins with a 32-12 mark. Other
returning juniors also include
regional champion Rich Murry at
177, Darnell Thomas at 158, finishing fourth in the regional, and
Chris Edwards at 150 who finished the season with a 17-19
record.

"I really have some work to do
in trying to replace Stan (Gress)
and Tom (CarrolJ), because right
now we really have nobody at
167 and only Harty (Ausel) to
wrestle at 190 after going this
year at heavyweight. Recruiting
is going to be a key," McCausland said. "Still, we have a very
good nucleus to build around
with these juniors. If we can get
some strong personnel to push
them, what they have the potential to do is al.most limitless."
After that, McCausland has
only one sophomore, Eirik
Gustafson. who compiled a 2216 record at 118. and three freshmen. led by Brian Klene at 134,
who finished third at the regional.
"All of these young guys coming back makes the future look
very s trong here at Eastern,"
McCausland said. "If we can
continue to improve on the levels
we have reached already, this
team could develop into a force
to battle with at the next several
regionals.
"We really have 10 give a lot
of credit to the outside help
we've gotten all year long
though. From the janitors who
set everything up, the scoring
crews, the secretaries who typed
brackets al the regional ... everybody.
"If I or the team had to concentrate on all that during the
season and at the regional, we
couldn't have had this kind of
success."
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ANDREW VEACOUTEAEN/Staff photog
A pair of wrestlers grapple at the NCAA West Regional in Lantz Gym on Saturday. Eastern will be sendi
three wrestlers, Joe Daubach, Rich Murry and Stan Gress, to the National Championships which will
held March 18 at Iowa State University.

There is still next year for
youthful basketball team

KEITH FARROLUStaff photographer

Spring ball
Eastern sophomore Sherri Piwowarcyk attempts to hit the ball around a
pair of Illinois Central Community blockers this past weekend at
McAfee Gym. The Lady Panthers, who wa~ 1-3 on the weekend, finished third behind ICC and UIC respectively. Belleville placed fourth.

There are times when the
final score of a game doesn't
actually reflect how that
game really unfolded.
The 94-58 final score of
Eastern's opening round
game of the Mid-Continent
Conference Tournament was
nott one of those times though. Wright State's Raiders
outshot, out hustled, out
rebounded and outplayed the
Don
Panthers.
Eastern was at a disadvan- O'Brien
tage though.
------Playing on their home noor and feeding off their
fans enthusiasm the Raiders had little lfouble while
handing Eastern its worst loss since last year's
opening round game of the NCAA Tournament
when Indiana slapped a 94-55 loss on the Panihers.
"My school has never bid (to host) this tournament," Eastern head coach Rick Samuels said. "I
wish they would."
The Panthers also lacked the personnel that
Wright State did. The Raiders started four upperclassman to Eastern's one. The Raiden;' two senior
starters. forward Bill Edwards and point guard Mark
Woods, are arguably the two best players in the conference.
Edwards, who has drawn interest from NBA
scouts, can play both inside and outside of the lane.
Woods. who was only named second team all-conference, was the best pure point guard that I saw
play in Sunday's first round. (UIC's Kenny
Williams plays the point for the Flames. but he
shoots the ball too much to be considered a pure
point guard.)

The Panthers, in essence, were playing with a
junior varsity-type starting lineup made up of three;
sophomores (Louis Jordan, Andre Rodriguez and
Derrick Landrus} a freshman (Johnny Hernandez)
and a junior (Darrell Young).
All five have just finished their first years as
Division 1 college starters with a 10-17 record. Only
one Wright State starter was in his first year in the
Raider lineup.
But the Panthers knew that the beating shouldn't
have been that bad though.
"Wright State is a good team, but there is no way
in the world we should have gotten beaten this
badly," Jordan said. "We're a better team than this.
This definitely a learning experience for us."
I hate co sound like a Cubs' fan. but just wait
until next year.
The Panthers will lose none of their key players
off of this years' team. Eastern's only two seniors,
Derek Kelley and Eric West. were non-factors in the
last half of the season. They will return their top
eight players next year in a quest to better their
sixth place 7-9 Mid-Continent record.
Eastern will be the only team in the MidContinent next year that will return all five of its
starters.
So while the Panthers may still be licking their
wounds from Sunday's game, the future is bright.
Samuels said that the Panthers would have a sour
taste in their mouths after the loss.
With a lot of hard work and a little luck maybe
the Panthers will have a little sweeter taste in their
mouths when they leave next year's conference
tournament.

-Don O'Brien is a sraff writer for The Daily
Eastern News.

